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Abstract
In this article, we present a general overview of the state of qualitative research in psychology 
by analyzing publications found in the Institute for Scientific Information’s Web of Science 
database. Our objective is to provide a global perspective on the use of qualitative methods in 
data analysis and the frequency with which they are used in the journals. In total, 4840 articles 
were analyzed. We used bibliometrics methods to describe the publication patterns. We find 
a considerable increase throughout the 1990s in the number of publications using qualitative 
methods. Specifically, content analysis, grounded theory and discourse analysis steadily increased. 
The most representative qualitative publication in psychology uses content analysis and is most 
likely published in a journal indexed in the Social Sciences edition of the Journal Citation Reports. 
The data that we have obtained seem to indicate that qualitative research publications will 
continue increasing in the coming years.
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Qualitative research is being published with increasing frequency in mainstream psy-
chology journals (Madill and Gough, 2008), despite its continued exclusion from the 
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most prestigious of these journals (Rennie et al., 2002). In the social sciences, the quan-
tity of qualitative research being conducted and published is increasing rapidly (Elliot  
et al., 1999; Kidd, 2002). However, the volume of qualitative psychology research being 
produced is still modest when compared with the amount of quantitative research being 
published (Madill and Gough, 2008).

A growing number of researchers in psychology are beginning to use qualitative 
methods. However, the development of qualitative methodologies in psychology is being 
hindered by scepticism about their validity and, according to some editors, by the limited 
quantity of qualitative manuscripts being sent to the journals (Kidd, 2002). Some fields, 
such as anthropology and sociology, have a strong qualitative tradition. The historical 
development of qualitative research in these fields faced up to debates and controversies 
similar to those that subsequently occurred in psychology (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000; 
Kidd, 2002; Vidich and Lyman, 2000).

Qualitative methods have long been used in psychology research. Wilhelm Wundt 
(1921), who founded the first psychology laboratory, predicted that the field would 
have two branches. In one branch, psychology would be pursued as the study, in the 
laboratory, of elementary psychological functions, such as sensation and perception. 
The second branch of psychology would be devoted to the study of superior psycho-
logical functions beyond the level of individual consciousness (Marecek, 2003). The 
study of these functions required methods similar to the ones used in ethnology, history 
and anthropology (Cole, 1996). The first branch eventually became the most promi-
nent; current psychology research has shown less interest in the second branch. 
However, a line of qualitative research has been developed incrementally by authors 
such as William James, Gordon Allport, Robert White, Leon Festinger and others 
(Marecek, 2003). Important contributions have been made to psychology by studies 
employing qualitative methodologies. Among the most important of these studies were 
those conducted by eminent psychologists such as Kurt Lewin, Henry Murray, Erik 
Erikson, Jean Piaget and others (Langenhove, 1995; Rogers, 2000). It is important to 
note that all these contributions are historical references in the field of psychology, 
which shows the relevance that qualitative methods have had in the development of 
this science.

In the 1980s and 1990s, the influence of postmodernism and post-structuralism 
caused a wave of qualitative methods to emerge in psychology (Madill and Gough, 
2008). During this period, the strengths of qualitative methods were reassessed and 
their ability to access personal experience and understand its significance, their respect 
for cultural diversity and context, their ability to generate hypotheses and their capabil-
ity to face topics in depth began to be considered valuable. Moreover, qualitative 
researchers made technological breakthroughs by developing software for qualitative 
analysis. Unfortunately, because of its rapid expansion, many researchers began to use 
qualitative methods mechanically. Although these methods are tools, they are not auto-
matic (Charmaz, 2004). The new preference for qualitative methods was supported by 
the British Psychological Society’s establishment, in 2005, of the Qualitative Methods 
in Psychology Section (Madill and Todd, 2002) and by a campaign for the establish-
ment of a Qualitative Research Division in the American Psychological Association 
(APA) (Madill and Gough, 2008).
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The current state of qualitative research is heterogeneous. It is confusingly concep-
tualized as various sets of methods, some of which share common characteristics and 
some of which do not. No definitive typology has been established (Madill and Gough, 
2008). We define qualitative research according to Schwandt (2001) as research in 
which the researcher trusts textual data more than numerical data and analyzes this data 
in its textual form instead of transforming it into numbers for analysis, with the objec-
tive of understanding the meaning of human action. The only annotation that we point 
at in this definition is that not only textual data but also visual, verbal, bodily, audio and 
spatial data are used (Reavey, 2011). However, the importance of the previous defini-
tion is that data are analyzed in their original dimension, without being previously trans-
formed into numbers. Reavey (2011) criticizes qualitative researchers in psychology for 
not giving enough attention to this wider variety of modalities of data. This author 
described the reliance on the spoken or written words as a source of data and as a mono-
modal approach.

Although it seems obvious that qualitative research should be present in psychology 
because it allows investigators to approach problems that are hardly accessible in any 
other way, it is also obvious that the discipline values it less than quantitative research. 
There are several variables that influence this attitude, including the complexity of quali-
tative analysis. Qualitative research, like quantitative research, is not a simple and homo-
geneous phenomenon (Krahn et al., 1995). The expression ‘qualitative research’ covers 
multiple methods and theoretical approaches, not all of which are compatible with each 
other (Kidd, 2002). Moreover, there is little consensus on the preferable methods for 
analyzing qualitative data (Miles and Huberman, 1984).

Kidd (2002), Marchel and Owens (2007) and others have written reviews on the 
acceptance of qualitative research by several publications associated with the APA. 
Kidd found that, on average, only 1.3 percent of the manuscripts accepted by 15 APA 
journals in 1989, 1994 and 1999 involved qualitative research. Five of the analyzed 
journals never published a qualitative article. This was the case even though the number 
of qualitative studies generated by searches of the PsycINFO database was more than 
the doubled between 1989 and 1994 and more than doubled again between 1994 and 
1999 (Kidd, 2002). The trend observed by Kidd supports the hypothesis that the amount 
of qualitative research being conducted is rapidly increasing in the social sciences 
(Elliot et al., 1999; Kidd, 2002; Strean, 1998).

Marchel and Owens performed a subsequent search of 57 journals associated with the 
APA and discovered that, out of the 96,379 articles published between 1950 (or the date 
of the first publication) and 2002, only 1248 were considered qualitative. This proportion 
(1.29%) is similar to Kidd’s (2002) findings.

Moreover, researchers use many different terms to refer to a large variety of approaches 
and qualitative methods (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000), which makes any attempt to ana-
lyze actual publications difficult. Some authors refer to formal theories, schools of 
thought, or movements, such as symbolic interactionism or feminism, as ‘methodolo-
gies’ (Carter and Little, 2007). Madill and Gough (2008) have created a comprehensive, 
but not exhaustive, list of the methods used to analyze qualitative data. They classify 
qualitative methods as discursive, thematic, structured, or instrumental. We have based 
our study on this list because we consider it the most complete and updated compilation 
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available in the psychology field. Furthermore, it has been published in a recognized 
journal with a high impact factor.

Using the list compiled by these authors, we intend to review the studies that relied 
on these methods using bibliometric analysis. Over the decades, bibliometry has become 
a standard tool for scientific policy and research management. All significant compila-
tions of scientific indicators depend, to a large extent, on publication statistics, citations 
and other results obtained through more sophisticated bibliometric techniques (Glänzel, 
2003). Bibliometry is an interdisciplinary research strategy that has been widespread to 
almost all scientific fields. In this article, we provide a general overview of the use of 
qualitative analysis methods in psychology by conducting a bibliometric study of 
research publications.

Method

Data collection

We find the documents analyzed in this study via a database search of the Web of Science 
(WoS), which is the website of the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI), part of 
Thompson Scientific. We conducted the search in May 2011. We consulted the Science 
Citation Index (SCI), the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) and the Arts and 
Humanities Citation Index (AHCI). The WoS is recognized as the most trustworthy index-
ing tool for scientific literature and provides access to articles from the most important 
areas of research in science and technology (Boyack et al., 2005). Our inclusion criterion 
required that specific keywords should appear in the topic field. The search was not lim-
ited according to the type of document or publication date. We searched for publications 
from any discipline. Once we obtained the search results, we used WoS’s refine results 
feature to limit the results shown to those catalogued in the psychology subject area.

We used the keywords included on list of methods for analyzing qualitative data 
developed by Madill and Gough (2008). We employed this list because its structure was 
clear, and we believed it to be one of the most complete published lists. Using 32 key-
words, we found 6283 publications that matched the search criteria.

Data analysis

To conduct the analysis, we codified the following variables: authors, number of authors, 
title, source, language, type of document, total number of citations, editor, publication 
year, thematic category and method.

We analyzed author productivity using Lotka’s (1926) law, one of the main laws of 
bibliometry. Lotka observed that in any given field or scientific area, there are many 
authors who publish only one study and only a few prolific authors who contribute a 
large number of publications. This is also known as the inverse square law because it 
takes the number of authors who have contributed a single study and predicts how many 
authors have published x studies, which is proportional to 1/x2. For example, if we know 
how many authors have published a single study in a given field, we can predict how 
many authors would have published twice, according to the formula yx = c × 1/x2, were 
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yx is the number of authors with x publications, c is the number of authors with a single 
publication and x is the number of publications itself. As the number of publications 
increases, the number of authors who have published x articles decreases (Andrés, 2009). 
This productivity pattern does not seem to depend on the science in which it is applied. 
The only caveat for Lotka’s law is that the period of time over which the data are gath-
ered must be at least 10 years (Andrés, 2009; Potter, 1981). According to this pattern, an 
author production profile is not randomly distributed. In fact, up to a point, the more 
articles produced by an author the more likely he is to produce others. Therefore, produc-
tivity is related not to the number of articles published by an author but to its logarithm. 
Lotka’s law has been widely studied, and as a result, there are different methods for 
calculating the specific coefficients and assessing the degree of adjustment (Loughner, 
1992; Nicholls, 1989; Pao, 1985). To analyze the search results, we used Excel 2007 and 
PASW Statistics 18 for Windows.

Results

Qualitative methods of data analysis in psychology: an overview

In Table 1, we show the number of publications found for each keyword, specifying how 
many of them related to psychology. We observe that 13.87 percent of the publications 

Table 1. Total number of publications

Keyword in TOPIC Publications Publications 
in psychology

Percentage

Conversation analysis 1201 246 20.48
Discourse analysis 3435 668 19.45
Metaphorical analysis 24 7 29.17
Psychoanalytically informed analysis 1 0 0
Semiotic analysis 243 15 6.17
Analytic induction 72 14 19.44
Framework analysis 199 19 9.55
Grounded theory 4629 743 16.05
Interpretative phenomenological 
analysis

374 201 53.74

Template analysis 82 9 10.98
Thematic analysis 1865 243 13.03
Theory-led thematic analysis 1 0 0
Attributional analysis 235 178 75.74
Comprehensive process analysis 18 11 61.11
Consensual qualitative research 138 104 75.36
Content analysis 11,888 1827 15.37
Logical analysis 529 54 10.21
Protocol analysis 1267 157 12.39
Q-methodology 287 61 21.25

(Continued)
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that used qualitative research methods belong to the psychology area. We verify that the 
most commonly used methods in psychology publications are content analysis (1827), 
grounded theory (743), discourse analysis (668), action research (404), ethnography 
(308), task analysis (306) and phenomenological methods or phenomenological analysis 
(304). These are also the most commonly used methods in all the disciplines that appeared 
in the search results.

Also interesting is the percentage that psychology publications represent within the 
total number of publications for each method. This indicates either the suitability of the 
method to the object of study or the appropriation by psychological science of a particu-
lar method. The method with the highest percentage of psychology documents is attribu-
tional analysis (75.74%) with 178 psychology publications, closely followed by 
consensual qualitative research (75.36%) with 104 publications, media framing analysis 
(66.67%) with only 2 publications, comprehensive process analysis (61.11%) with 11 
publications and interpretative phenomenological analysis (53.74%) with 201 publica-
tions. According to these weighted percentages, the most typical methods in psychology 
tend to be those that Madill and Gough classify as structured. Such methods are charac-
terized by their ability to provide procedural clarity (Madill and Gough, 2008). They 
define a priori areas of analytic interest, prepare codification schemes, use prior theory 
to interpret the data, and at times, even transform qualitative data into numbers (Madill 
and Gough, 2008).

After this initial analysis, the list was refined to eliminate the output that appeared in 
the results of more than one distinct search (i.e. the same article could be found by both 
the conversation analysis and the discourse analysis search), which doubled or even 

Keyword in TOPIC Publications Publications 
in psychology

Percentage

Repertory grid analysis 30 8 26.67
Task analysis 972 306 31.48
Action research 3662 404 11.03
Co-operative inquiry 28 1 3.57
Ethnography 7086 308 4.35
Ethnomethodology 528 67 12.69
Feminist research 512 83 16.21
Media framing analysis 3 2 66.67
Narrative analysis 760 115 15.13
Phenomenological methods OR 
phenomenological analysis

1486 304 20.46

Process evaluation 1145 82 7.16
Rapid assessment 2560 43 1.68
Visual methodologies OR visual 
methodology

45 3 6.67

Total 45,305 6283 13.87

Table 1. (Continued)
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tripled the presence of some of the documents. We select the publications that use more 
than one method to determine whether there was any combination of two or three methods 
that occurred more frequently. We find that, of the 201 publications brought up by the 
interpretative phenomenological analysis search, all but two were also brought up by the 
phenomenological methods search. We therefore combined the results of the two searches. 
We did not find any other predominant combination. To account for the duplicated publi-
cations, we respect their classification into distinct methods, generating a new category 
called ‘multimethod’. In this way, the total number of publications in psychology was 
reduced from 6283 to 5861.

Global publication output

Of the 5861 publications generated by the searches, 4840 are classified as articles by the 
WoS. We conduct the analyses that follow on this latter group of documents, which rep-
resent 82.6 percent of the total.

The articles were included in the analysis regardless of the language in which they 
were published. English language publications predominated and were followed, 
after a significant gap, by publications in German. English is the primary language 
used in many disciplines. Because the majority of the journals listed in the ISI are 
published in English, it is appropriate to expect English to predominate (Chiu and 
Ho, 2007).

The annual production of articles employing qualitative methods has increased over 
the years. We observe in our search results that, in the 1990s, a considerable increase in 
published articles occurred, from 12 in 1990 to 171 in 1999. This increase continued into 
the 2000s, with 529 articles being published in 2010. Figure 1 displays the growing pub-
lication count, beginning with the first publication and ending with the data from 2010. 
We excluded articles published in 2011 from the chart because we do not have complete 
data for this year.
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Publication count by method: temporal evolution

Of special interest to our study is how the publication count of each method has changed 
over the years. We examined the methods for which more than 100 articles had been 
published.

The methods most frequently used in psychology research are content analysis (1454 
articles), grounded theory (577), discourse analysis (460), action research (271) and phe-
nomenological methods (252), considering the amount of time that has passed between 
the publication of the first qualitative analysis study and 2010.1 We did not include arti-
cles published before 1970 because they represented a very small percentage of the total 
publications. Content analysis is by far the most commonly used method. In the five 
most frequently used methods, we observe a growing trend in the number of their publi-
cations, most noticeable in the case of content analysis and grounded theory.

Because of the protracted period of time we have covered in this article and because 
each of the methods began to be published at a different date, we perform an analysis 
considering the years since a method’s first publication and the average number of arti-
cles published on that method each year, as we have summarized in Table 2. We notice 
that, beginning in the 1950s, three to four new methods are added every decade. The 
highest number of new methods appears in the 1970s.

The three methods with the highest average of yearly publications are also the three with 
the highest publication count. However, although both phenomenological methods and 
action research have a long history of publication, they have a low annual average. This is in 
contrast with the evolution of methods such as consensual qualitative research, which has a 
short history but a higher annual average. In Table 2, we organize the methods in ascending 
order; the methods with the earliest publication date appear first. In the last column, we 
show what proportion of a method’s articles has appeared in the last decade, although the 
total number of publications should also be considered. The most current methods, that is, 
the ones presenting a higher proportion of published articles after 2000, and at least 50 pub-
lished articles over the last decade are consensual qualitative research, grounded theory, 
narrative analysis, phenomenological methods, thematic analysis, conversation analysis and 
discourse analysis. Only the rate of publication of attributional analysis decreased.

Publication count by subject category

The number of articles classified in more than one subject category amounted to 59.59 
percent of the total articles. In addition, 45.89 percent of the total is classified in one or 
more areas exclusively within psychology, which indicates that, although psychology is 
a multidisciplinary field closely related to other disciplines, much of its content is spe-
cific to psychology. Figure 2 displays the most common areas of psychology and the 
number of articles belonging to each of them.

We find frequent associations between method and subject. Logically, the most com-
monly used method, content analysis, is also the one shared between the most subject 
areas. It is interesting to note the particularities of certain methods, such as the use of the 
attributional analysis in social psychology, task analysis in applied psychology and phe-
nomenological methods and thematic analysis in clinical psychology.
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Authors

The total number of authors who contributed in any way to the analyzed articles was 
10,709. We counted 4235 first authors. Many of them have published more than once. 
The number of authors of any one article ranged between 1 and 23. The majority of 
articles has two authors (1587; 32.8%), followed in frequency by those with a single 
author (1356; 28.0%), three authors (907; 18.7%), four authors (516; 10.7%), five 
authors (217; 4.5%) and those with more than six authors (257; 5.2%), indicating that 
collaborative authorship is common in this field.

Table 2. Evolution of methods

Method First 
article

Years of 
evolution 
since first 
publication

Total 
articles 
published

Average 
articles 
per year

Articles 
published 
between 2000 
and 2011

% of 
articles 
published 
since 2000

Phenomenological 
methods

1931 80 265 3.31 212 80.00

Action research 1950 61 276 4.52 177 64.13
Content analysis 1951 60 1505 25.08 878 58.34
Thematic analysis 1958 53 202 3.81 161 79.70
Logical analysis 1961 50 39 0.78 20 51.28
Q-methodology 1961 50 51 1.02 31 60.78
Task analysis 1965 46 237 5.15 106 44.73
Ethnography 1967 44 194 4.41 112 57.73
Attributional analysis 1970 41 153 3.73 49 32.03
Process evaluation 1975 36 62 1.72 44 70.97
Ethnomethodology 1976 35 22 0.63 12 54.55
Grounded theory 1977 34 606 17.82 504 83.17
Rapid assessment 1977 34 38 1.12 18 47.37
Discourse analysis 1978 33 475 14.39 339 71.37
Protocol analysis 1978 33 122 3.70 55 45.08
Conversation analysis 1979 32 142 4.44 105 73.94
Repertory grid analysis 1979 32 6 0.19 2 33.33
Feminist research 1981 30 41 1.37 18 43.90
Semiotic analysis 1984 27 9 0.33 5 55.56
Metaphorical analysis 1985 26 7 0.27 3 42.86
Narrative analysis 1987 24 90 3.75 73 81.11
Framework analysis 1992 19 17 0.89 13 76.47
Analytic induction 1993 18 12 0.67 6 50.00
Comprehensive 
process analysis

1994 17 6 0.35 4 66.67

Visual methodologies 2000 11 3 0.27 3 100
Consensual qualitative 
research

2001 10 83 8.30 83 100

Template analysis 2007 4 6 1.50 6 100

Media framing analysis 2009 2 2 1.00 2 100
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Using Lotka’s law, we estimate that n = 3.773 and C = 0.909. To determine whether 
the data predicted using Lotka’s law fitted the observed distribution, we used the 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. The data reveal a Dmax = 0.008, which we compare to the 
critical value of 0.0249. These results justify the rejection of a null hypothesis. We there-
fore conclude that the author productivity of qualitative methods publications follows 
Lotka’s law. This means that productivity per author is not distributed randomly, but the 
more articles produced by an author, the more likely this author is to produce others. It 
appears to become progressively easier to publish once an author has published a large 
number of articles.

Journals

We observe a wide distribution of articles related to qualitative methods, analyzing pub-
lications from 544 different journals. Among them, Discourse and Society, Sex Roles 
and the Journal of Health Psychology led the list of journals with the highest number of 
publications that used qualitative methods. It is interesting to note that each of these 
journals has a specific focus (communication, gender and health, respectively), meaning 
that they are not only qualitative or methodology oriented. To explain what makes them 
so attractive for qualitative articles, we consider how these journals present themselves:

Discourse and Society is a leading international peer-reviewed journal whose major aim is to 
publish outstanding research at the boundaries of discourse analysis and the social sciences. It 
focuses on explicit theory formation and analysis of the relationships between the structures of 
text, talk, language use, verbal interaction or communication, on the one hand, and social, 
political or cultural micro- and macrostructures and cognitive social representations, on the 
other. Retrieved from http://das.sagepub.com/

Figure 2. Main subjects of published articles.
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Sex Roles: A Journal of Research is an interdisciplinary behavioral science journal offering a 
feminist perspective. It publishes original research reports and review articles that illuminate 
the underlying processes and consequences of gender role socialization, gendered perceptions 
and behaviors, and gender stereotypes. The range of topics is broad, extending to gender issues 
in employment and work environments; interpersonal relationships [ ... ] or methodological 
issues in gender research. All papers consider the possibility of gender differences in reporting 
the results of their research. Retrieved from http://www.springer.com/psychology/personality+
%26+social+psychology/journal/11199

Journal of Health Psychology is a leading international peer reviewed journal that aims to 
support and help shape research in health psychology from around the world. It provides a 
platform for traditional empirical analyses as well as more qualitative and/or critically oriented 
approaches. It also addresses the social contexts in which psychological and health processes 
are embedded. Retrieved from http://hpq.sagepub.com/

Clearly, in Discourse and Society, priority is given to discourse analysis. The Journal of 
Health Psychology is presented as being open to more qualitative approaches in general. 
In Sex Roles, the editor does not express any methodological preferences.

Among the journals that published more than 50 qualitative articles, we find that the vast 
majority of them are indexed in the Social Sciences edition of the Journal Citation Reports 
(JCR). In fact, the first journal indexed in the Sciences edition, Psycho-Oncology, is sixth on 
our list, after the top three and the Journal of Community and Applied Social Psychology and 
Feminism and Psychology. It should also be pointed out that the impact factor of the journals 
that have published more qualitative articles tends to be low, though is reasonable consider-
ing they are journals specific to the field of psychology. Among those journals, Psycho-
Oncology has the highest impact factor, precisely the journal indexed in Sciences.

When we analyze the predominant method employed in these journals, we find that, 
although none of them publish any method exclusively, each journal has distinct tenden-
cies. In addition to Discourse and Society’s preference for discourse analysis (65.99% 
articles on this method), others, such as Ergonomics, show a tendency towards task anal-
ysis (78.12%). Sex Roles, meanwhile, seems to prefer content analysis (75.78%). 
Similarly American Behavioral Scientist also prefers content analysis (57.14%). It 
appears that action research is strongly represented in the qualitative publications 
accepted by the American Journal of Community Psychology (56.66%). Indeed, the phi-
losophy behind this method and the interests of the journal perfectly coincide.

Citation analysis

The number of times each article had been cited ranged between 0 and 518. Most of the 
articles have fewer than 10 citations (3702; 76.49%), and many of them have no citations 
(1101; 22.75%). Only 34 articles have more than 100 citations (0.70%). The three most 
cited articles are from 1970, 1988 and 1998. The first two use the same method, attribu-
tional analysis. The high number of citations these articles received might be related to 
their publication in the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, an APA publica-
tion with a high impact factor (4.732 in 2009).
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There is a considerable increase in citations in the 1980s, although in an analysis of 
citation frequency by decade, we observe that the number of citations peaks in the 1990s 
(20,740 cites in this decade). However, the highest citation average per article occurred 
in the 1980s (19.65 mean citations). The citation average per article decreased in the 
1990s (16.32) and 2000s (5.18), probably because of the wider distribution, caused by 
the increasing number of articles.

Conclusions and discussion

We find that the increase in publications demonstrated in this study supports the hypoth-
esis that the amount of qualitative research being conducted and published is rapidly 
increasing in the social sciences (Elliot et al., 1999; Kidd, 2002). This increase, however, 
might be characteristic of all disciplines; in the past few decades, an exponential increase 
in the number of published articles has occurred.

We confirm that the number of psychology publications employing qualitative meth-
ods has increased, with a particularly noticeable increase in the 1990s. The increase in 
the 1990s corresponds to what Madill and Gough (2008) consider the second wave of 
qualitative methods in psychology, ushered in by the importation of postmodernist and 
poststructuralist perspectives during the 1980s and early 1990s, and an interest in dis-
course or text. The number of qualitative articles published has increased every year, 
including 2010. The methods that proved most publications count were content analysis, 
grounded theory, discourse analysis, phenomenological methods and action research. 
Including a broad variety of terms in the search criteria allowed us to cover a wide view 
of qualitative research, making possible a longitudinal review of the publication count of 
each method.

Because we have not limited our survey to journals associated with the APA, we can-
not compare our results with those obtained by Kidd (2002) and Marchel and Owens 
(2007). However, it is clear that the trend found by Kidd in PsycINFO, in which the 
number of qualitative articles doubled between 1989 and 1994 and again between 1994 
and 1999, is even more noticeable in the WoS during the same period.

We can say that the most representative qualitative publication in psychology is an 
article written in the English language by two authors that uses content analysis method. 
This representative article belongs to the field of multidisciplinary psychology in addi-
tion to being classed in another thematic area, which might be health, education, com-
munication, law, management or environment. The article is most likely published in a 
journal indexed in the Social Sciences edition of the JCR. However, although this char-
acterization seems curious, we should not forget that one of the enriching aspects of 
qualitative research is its respect for and its interest in diversity. Even though content 
analysis is the more frequently published method, it is important not to give priority to it 
but choose a method from among the wide range available that suits a study’s particular 
research objectives.

Among the journals that publish qualitative research, Discourse and Society, Sex 
Roles and the Journal of Health Psychology stood out, although the data reveal a 
broad distribution of publications across hundreds of journals. The great majority of 
the journals analyzed in this article are indexed in the Social Sciences edition of the 
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JCR. However, the journal Psycho-Oncology, which is indexed in Sciences, stands 
out for having progressively increased its acceptance of qualitative publications and 
for having a higher impact factor than the Social Sciences journals. It is striking that, 
among the journals that publish qualitative research in psychology with the highest 
frequency, there are none of a methodological nature. It is possible that this is because 
of the classification system employed by ISI, which conditioned our search, although 
it is also possible that it reflects the positivist and post-positivist paradigms that still 
prevail in psychology, at least in WoS publications. Probably the fact that structured 
methods are the most typical methods in psychology is due to the extensive influence 
of these paradigms in psychology, like a legacy of the positivism. The broad use of 
structured methods coincides with the concept that various authors have called meth-
odolatry (Chamberlain, 2000). Historical reasons for this relate to the dominance of 
behaviourism, a strong emphasis on being objective and the pre-eminence of meas-
urement (Chamberlain, 2000). Given that structured methods even get to transform 
qualitative data into numbers, it is probable that these methods make the researcher 
feel being in the right direction and being more objective, just what methodolatrists 
are looking for. Furthermore, the fact of having a priori codification schemes and 
using prior theory to interpret the data avoids having to deal with epistemological and 
theoretical perspectives.

However, it has been interesting for us to observe which methods are more ‘alive’ at 
the present time, or in other words, which methods are more currently being used and 
which ones are emerging. The methods evolution (Table 2) appears to show a resurgence 
of the interest in the experience in a wider sense, with methods that Madill and Gough 
(2008) classified as instrumentals (phenomenological methods, narrative analysis, visual 
methodologies and media framing analysis). This coincides with the growing interest of 
psychology in analyzing visual materials (Madill and Gough, 2008; Reavey, 2011) and 
other types of data.

This study had several limitations. We relied on the WoS because we consider it the 
most complete resource, though it is not the only database in which journals publish-
ing qualitative research can be found. Therefore, the results of this study show the 
panorama that the WoS allows us to see of the qualitative publications in psychology. 
It is evident that the way in which the WoS classifies a publication determines the 
results we have obtained in all aspects: the method, subject category and so on. The 
WoS even considers if the theoretical and methodological framework of an article is 
from within the domain of psychology, something that is a difficult task given the 
wide field of study of this science and the emergence of new objects of psychological 
research.

We also limited our research to the list of methods of analysis created by Madill 
and Gough (2008), which is not exhaustive, and it is possible that more distinct names 
can be used to refer to qualitative methods. Finally, it was necessary that our key-
words appear in the topic field. Because of the great quantity of publications that 
appeared in the search results, our ability to review the content of each of them in 
detail was limited. The results therefore depended on how ISI classifies each article. 
It is possible that not all the articles included in the analysis coincide with what we 
consider qualitative research. All this has probably influenced the results, including 
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content analysis result as the more frequently published method. Under the concept 
content analysis, there are many different approaches, some of them with characteris-
tics that are mainly quantitative, based on frequency analysis, cluster analysis and 
other similar techniques. It is necessary to read these results from this point of view, 
taking into account that probably not all content analysis (or other methods) publica-
tions are qualitative.

We conclude by noting that there are still fewer qualitative publications in psychol-
ogy than quantitative ones. We do not know whether the increase in qualitative publi-
cations will close the gap or whether quantitative publications will also experience a 
general increase. Within qualitative research, new questions emerge more frequently 
than new answers, the ethical risks are considerable (Stake, 2010), the cost is high 
(Silverman, 2000), the studies take much longer to complete and the researcher has 
fewer opportunities for performing multiple analyses of the same data set. It is proba-
ble that all these have an impact on the volume of articles that are submitted for 
publication.

It is also important to remember that working with a certain type of data regarded 
as qualitative, such as textual, visual, verbal, audio, bodily or spatial, or using qualita-
tive techniques to gather data, is not what makes research qualitative. Rather, it is the 
manner in which the data is approached, the way in which they are analyzed and under-
stood, that determines with more precision whether an investigation is qualitative or 
not. Qualitative researchers still have much to accomplish to guarantee the quality of 
their research, such as establishing criteria that are not simply adaptations of quantita-
tive ones and that can be applied to any method. There have been significant pro-
gresses in this sense. Some researchers have contributed on the aspect of quality in 
qualitative research, for example, Morrow (2005), Tracy (2010) and more specifically, 
Parker (2004), among others. Parker raises some very interesting questions and criteria 
for the qualitative research in psychology. The challenge lies in extending these crite-
ria to psychological journals with impact factor, to promote that, if necessary, they 
modify their requirements and do not apply totally unrelated criteria to qualitative 
research in their revisions.

In summary, in this article, we intended to provide a general overview of the range of 
publications in psychology that employ qualitative methods and describe their evolution. 
The data that we have obtained seem to indicate that publications of such research will 
increase in the coming years. The evaluation and synthesis of qualitative research is an 
increasingly urgent topic, its need being especially pressing in areas such as health 
(Carter and Little, 2007; Pound et al., 2005). In the current context, where number of 
publications and impact factors are increasingly being held forth in many settings as 
determinants of researchers holding their positions, there is often little encouragement to 
undertake qualitative research. Particularly, in medical research settings, where qualita-
tive journals reflect very poorly against the high-impact-factor medical journals that they 
are compared with.

In psychology, qualitative investigation has much to offer. As Marecek (2003) affirms, 
pluralism and openness can help psychologists perform better than they do; with a wider 
range of accepted research options, investigators will be better able to choose the method 
that best suits their research objective.
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